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Plasma processes for cell-adhesive titanium surfaces based on
nitrogen-containing coatings 
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Plasma polymer deposition is a well suited technique for the preparation of a defined

interface layer for the improvement of cell performance at different substrates, e.g. at

cell culture plates or at bone-implants. Plasma polymers meet essential requirements

on bioactive deposits. For example homogeneity, film stability, density of functional

groups, and surface charge are important for subsequent use and can be adjusted by

the choice of adapted process conditions. Here we compare results of differently

deposited amino functionalized surfaces prepared by microwave (MW) or radio

frequency (RF) discharges using allylamine (AAm) and ethylenediamine (EDA) as

precursors, respectively, or by means of RF magnetron sputtering of nylon 6,6 under

different gas mixtures.  The molecular structure and chemical composition of the

deposited films were determined by FT-IR and XPS analysis. Closed pinhole-free

polymer film resistant to hydrolysis and delamination was detected in all cases. An

advantageous medium hydrophilicity exists. The densitiy of primary amino groups

differs on plasma polymerized PPAAm (2.5 %), PPEDA (3.5 %) and sputtered nylon

films (7 % NH2/C in N2/H2 atmosphere) determined after preparation. The positively

charged surfaces improve adhesion and spreading of MG63 osteoblastic cells as initial

cellular effect.  
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